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ISU Vice president union development updated report - during the term 

 

 Fought against tution fee, conducted a survey to gather feedback from  all the local branches 

 Assisted ISU Agder to restructure their constitution in order to get approve by STA to have 

vibrant and effective ISU at Agder campus. 

 Assisted ISU Trondheim to restructure the board by recruiting process and also get their ski 

basement back to have good social activities. 

 Maintained regular communications with all the local branches 

 Assisted ISU Drammen to organize a meeting - International cultures and experiences and invited 

a professor from Singapore to give speech, also supported karina to take initiation of presidency 

after Amit has resigned. 

 Contacted many companies, Tekna, NITO, Norwegian indian chamber of commerce to have a 

collaborative partnership. But unfortunately, either me nor them could not respond properly 

because of busy schedules. 

 Have changed the Regional cooperation groups based on localities and made them very active in 

organizing joint activities and reporting me for every 2 months. 

 Introduced the format of "Star stories" in leadership meetings, where 5 branches share the good 

and bad experiences and get on discussions on how to overcome it. 

 Provided a framework for all branches during LM1 on how to raise funds, branding and make ISU 

more visible. 

 Assisted ISU HioA , to restart the branch and gave a new look for board members to make it 

more active. 

 Assisted ISU Kjeller, to restart it again with new people on board. 

 Assisted ISU Gjøvik - as a chair person, to organize the elections in right way. 

 Assisted ISU NLA , to restart it again with new people on board 

 Assisted ISU Lillehammer, to restart it again with new people on board 

 Assisted ISU Agder with help of Farhad the former president to have new board 

 Assisted ISU Volda with help of kristina to form a new board. 

Feed back: 

Before, I took the initiation of this role ISU is active with 20 local branches super active and 4 moderately 

active and 3 Inactive. Now, all the branches are very active under our leadership. We are very happy to 

announce in having new board members in local chapters who are really passionate to work for ISU. 
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